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STUDIES IN ECONOMICS

OF APPLE ORCHARDING
By H. C.

WOODWORTH

and G.

F.

POTTER

In a previous publication* the writers have presented findings on management, methods and costs of producing apples from the viewpoint of
an orchard enterprise study. This type of study can bring out rough

comparisons of costs of different practices and is especially valuable in
studying methods of producing one crop. However, many of the costs
considered, whether in terms of hours of labor or of money, are not additional out-of-pocket expenses.
If, for instance, a certain orchard farm
organization requires a permanent crew of two men, the expenses concerned with these two men occur whether their time is employed advantageously or not. Hours used at peak demands and at slack periods have
not the same value.

Obviously, certain problems of orchard management must be studied
from the viewpoint of farm organization. It is from this angle that an
analysis of problems based on the data from the same 12 farms as in the
previous study

On
Here

a

is

now

attempted.

few farms the only product of any consequence was

apples.

be considered as entering into apple production.
On one such farm the average cash outlay for a three-year period (not
including wages of management or interest on the investment) was $1.51
per box.
During this period the estimated loss in inventory of trees,
equipment and consumable supplies was about 24 cents per box, bringing
the operating costs to $1.75 per box. The average selling price of the
apples was $1.99, leaving 24 cents per box for wages of managementf and
interest on the investment. In this case wages paid to regular help during periods when there was little or no orchard work to do created a
all

the costs

may

considerable overhead.

The majority of the farms were diversified, and it is impossible to determine what share of the overhead expenses is chargeable to apples. A
general financial statement covering all enterprises is, therefore, given
herewith. Because individual records are confidential, the statements for
the several

farms are grouped together.

—

Woodworth, H. C. and Potter, G. F. New Hampshire Bulletin 267.
of management" is used here in a technical sense to indicate returns on
managing ability. All pliysical labor has been included in labor cost at the
rates actually paid.
Since hired help did all the physical and routine work on this
farm, it was possible to determine the actual labor cost of operating the farm.
However, the proprietor of this orchard had brought together the factors of production and planned the project to obtain something more than merely interest on
money and return on hired labor. "Wages of management" is used here to ex*

1

Wages

press this return which the operator has expected for services
orchard project and in guiding the use of production factors.

of

initiating

the
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— Investment and Income

In figuring the investment on individual farms, the buildings and land
(without the trees) were estimated at approximately what the farm would
bring on the market for purposes other than for fruit. These estimates
ranged from $1,000 to $10,000. (Table 1). There were 10 farms included in the study in 1926, 12 in 1927. and nine in 1928. The average
investment for all three years was $5,464.
The out-buildings, with one exception, w-ere such as one would find on
dairy farms of the state.
The value of trees was estimated on a basis to be explained in detail
in a future publication. In brief, this value is based in part on costs of
growing trees and in part on expected future returns discounted back to
date. The cost of growing trees was given greater consideration in the
On
earlier years, and expected returns greater weight in the later years.
this basis the highest value is reached at about 19 or 20 years of age.
This is just at the beginning of the period of largest net operating profits.
The total investment including equipment and other personal property
averaged $19,792 for all farms. The trees and the farm constitute about
82 per cent of this amount.

Expenses

The average

cash expense, not including payment on interest or prinin the study is shown in Table 2. Hired labor was the
from
34 to 43 per cent during the three years. On the
item,
largest single
seven farms which were in the study for the entire period, the expenses
average $5,575, $7,715, and $7,324. respectively, for the different years.
Consumable supplies, which include spray material, fertilizer, apple
boxes, apple wrappers, etc., averaged $1,392 for the three years.
No unpaid family labor was included in the labor costs. On several
cipal, for all

farms

large farms, labor by members of the family in packing
actually paid for by check at the regular rate of pay.

apples

was

Receipts
In 1926, a year of generally low apple prices, the total average receipts
were $5,421. (Table 3). Of this 65 per cent was from sale of apples,
10 per cent from small fruits, 5 per cent from truck crops. In 1927,
with a favorable combination of good yields and high prices, the average
In
receipts on 12 farms were $9,315. of which apples were 73 per cent.
1928. the total receipts averaged $8,316, of which apple sales were 66 per
cent. For all farms for three years, the average receipts were $7,735 per
farm, of which 70 per cent were from sale of apples.
Apples from the dififerent orchards were sold at various stages in the
marketing process hence the prices received are not comparable. To determine the relative price on the tree for each year, the apples were traced
backward to the pre-harvest stage by allowing for estimated costs of the
different services rendered. (See Table 4).
Estimated in this way, the net returns were $.49 per box on tree in
1926, $1.14 in 1927 and .76 in 1928. The weighted average return for
While these are necessarily rough estithree years was $.83 per box.
mates, they are put in at this time because the price of apples is con;
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expenses on fruit farms, 1926-28

Annual
Expense Items

1926

Classified

10

1927

Farms

12

DOLLARS

Real estate

DOLLARS

110.73
185.73

Equipment
Labor

1,627.12
51.39
92.56

Livestock

Poultry

Feed

231.58
51.28
70.34
186.86
358.85
745.81
29.90

Trees and other expense
Small fruits
Spray materials
Fertilizer and lime
Other consumable supplies...
Seeds
Bees
Products bought for resale...
General expenses
Miscellaneous

3.26
89.53
470.10
4.45
4.95

Trucking apples
Total

$4,314.44

Table

Receipts
Classified

3

—Average

Farms

1

9

1928

Average

Farms

per Farm

DOLLARS

DOLLARS

189.29
400.73
1,962.14
135.35
233.81
388.90
44.86
53.26
241.06
358.73
747.97
90.96
3.26
448.18
500.79
25.20
18.67

200.95
476.88
2,885.46
84.90
43.50
584.07

V2'.84

2,122.13
93.62
133.00
394.82
38.04
53.56
294.13
387.31
711.05
72.44
5.44
247.11
507.85
11.19
12.55

$5,843.18

$6,721.58

$5,605.06

14.21

35.34
484.10
457.06
623.20
95.00
10.78
154.09
559.20

receipts on fruit farms, 1926-28

167.33
353.48
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fusing to

many

people insofar as

it

relates to the grower's return

on the

tree.

Thus, a certain lot of fancy apples of the 1928 crop finally sold for
$3.03 per box. The selling expense, storage, commission, transportation,
was $.717 per box. The packing house charges for grading, packing, confrom the price
tainers, etc., were $.65^4 per box. These two items taken
leave approximately $1.66 per box on basis of delivery at the packing
and hauling to plant would
plant. An estimate of $.20 for harvesting
the
tree.
on
leave approximately $1.46
In the receipts per farm for apples as given in Table 4, returns in the
majoritv of cases included the box and packing charges, but not the transthe cost of packing
portation, storage and commission. In two instances
is not included because the fruit was sold either through a co-operative
association, which furnished these materials and services and made a return for the ungraded fruit at the door of the packing plant, or it was
sold in one grade and without the package. In three cases the growers
provided their
Table

own

storage.

— Total gross

returns, total estimated easts of harvesting and marketing,
estimated returns per bushel on tree by years. Expense of grading and
packing a portion of the erop is estimated from labor records.
4

On some farms

apples were not graded or packed.

and

8
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Income
The farm income was computed

for each farm by subtracting cash expenses plus loss in inventory from cash receipts plus inventory gains
The resulting figure is the return for wages of labor and
(Table 5.)
management of the operator and returns on the capital invested. In the
three years the average farm income was $1,011, $3,667, and
$1,867, respectively. These are the average incomes that the operators would enjoy
if their farms and
personal property were free of debt.

Table S~Financial statement of average receipts and expenses and labor
income on orchard farms for three years

Studies in Economics of Apple Orcharding
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Table

—Distribution

6

farms

is

of individual incomes by years. The identity of the individual
not shown. The incomes are arranged each year in order
of sice of income.
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In relation to the size and number of trees, yields on Farm 7 were
only
about half those obtained on Farm 8. Had the yields been equivalent, an
exceedingly high labor peak would have occurred at the harvest period.
As a matter of fact, however, the problem is not so difficult as it would
appear because women can be used for most of the packing house labor.
In a packing plant putting up 300 to 500 boxes per day, one man is required to dump the apples on the grading machine, another to nail the
packed boxes, perhaps a third for miscellaneous work. However, an expert nailer should be able to nail the 400 boxes and also tend to the odd
jobs. Extra help to arrange boxes in the storage or to load trucks is
needed also. The fruit is graded and placed in the boxes by women. The
generally done on a piece-work basis. The wages
women who look forward to annual
employment during the apple packing season and develop considerable
On Farm 7 practically all of the work during the
skill in the work.
was
season
done by the operator with one regular man. At
growing
harvest the operator supervised the packing house, and the assistant took
charge of the picking crew. All of the fruit from this farm was sold
through wholesale channels so that no time was required after packing
except to load the boxes on trucks or cars. The distribution of time for

wrapping and packing
earned are

is

sufficient to attract local

growing, harvesting, packing and shipping is shown in Figure 1. On this
farm 26 per cent of the field time was spent in operations prior to harvest, 33 in harvesting, Z7 in grading, packing and marketing, and 4 per
cent in enterprises other than apple production.
On Farm 2 apples were graded and packed much as on Farm 7, al-

though a smaller proportion was wrapped and a large proportion was
marketed to retail stores. On this farm a large common storage is used
to hold the fruit as picked, and the grading, packing and marketing are
carried on through the winter, furnishing employment for the operator
and his crew over a long period. In fact, apple packing was done to a
considerable extent during stormy winter weather when the time could not
be used advantageously on other crops. There is some extra handling involved and the total time put on apples is considerably increased, but
normally there is not as high a labor peak at the picking period.
It is to be noted that on this farm there were six to seven regular
to provide with productive work.
Figure 2 illustrates graphically

men
how

and marketing functions served to supplement the field work
employment over a long period. Farm 2 was considerably
diversified, 33 per cent of the total field time being put on crops other
than apples. Considering the apples only, 25 per cent of the time was spent
in growing, 49 per cent in harvesting, and 26 per cent in marketing. The
yields in this case were high.
On these three farms and some of the others, the apples were finally
sold in a closely graded uniform pack. While consumers appreciate uniform high quality in apples, many prefer not to pay the extra costs involved. Hence on Farm 4, for example, the apples were of rather uniformly high quality and were sold practically tree-run. They were put
into boxes furnished by the buyer without definite arrangement even of
in other words, in jumble pack.
the face layer
Apples below what is
culls and cider apples, were eliminated
considered a B grade,
e..
the packing

and

to provide

—

i.
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while picking or by a simple gradiiii^ process as the boxes were filled.
This farm, like Farm 2, is considerably diversified, 40 per cent of the
total field time being put on crops other than apples. Of the time spent on
apples, 48 per cent is used in growing, 38 per cent in harvesting, and 14
in grading, filling boxes and loading trucks. In this case also yields were
It is probably true, moreover, that the operator was
especially
meticulous in caring for the crop before harvest so that the fruit might
be uniformly good, and might require the minimum of
sorting and
grading.

high.

Marketing
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Fig.

2.

marketing.

Some

man hours by

10-day periods on Farm 2 on apples
(3) grading and packing; and (4)
apples were graded and packed after harvest was
completed.

Distribution of

(1) prior to harvest;

(2)

harvesting ;

12
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On the smaller farms, where it was difficult for the operator to supervise both harvesting and packing, the usual practice was to use the whole
crew in picking when harvest was most timely and then to grade and pack
between variety harvests or whenever weather conditions were unfavorable.

The time spent on all field crops on the 12 farms is shown in Figure 3
under four divisions, namely: (1) apples prior to harvest, (2) harvesting
apples, (3) grading, packing, and marketing apples, (4) other crops. On
Farms 5, 6 and 8, the functions after harvest, except for certain early
On Farm 3
varieties, were definitely left to other agencies each year.
this plan was followed one season. On Farm 3 in other seasons, and on
Farms 2, 7, 9 and 10, a very highly graded product was put up. On the
remaining farms more simple grading and packing was practiced. This
farms was right and
diversity does not indicate that the practice on some
on others wrong. The extent to which the farmer should proceed in rendering services beyond the harvesting of apples is an individual problem.
The added services of grading, packing, storing, transporting to market
and even selling greatly change the total labor requirement and also the
seasonal distribution. It is a problem which must be solved by each individual after giving due consideration to the need for constant gainful
the
employment, other crops and alternate possibilities for employment,
for
of
and
marketing,
apples produced, opportunities
quality
variety
and equipment on the farm, and
special abilities of the operator, facilities
possibly other factors.
The annual distribution of labor on apples by ten-day periods for five
5. The peak of labor demand in
typical farms is shown in Figures 4 and
case comes at the harvest period. This harvesting peak was in the

every

in every case except Farm 1.
labor
the
prior to harvest is spread over eight months or
Although
even more, the total requirement is generally no greater than that needed
for harvesting. (See Fig. 3.) On Farm 8 between three and four times
In no case
as much labor was required to harvest as to grow the crop.
was the harvest labor lower than about 60 per cent of that used prior to
harvest. On the average for all farms harvest labor exceeded that used in
growing by a very small margin. Depending on varieties the harvest may
of August and continue until late October, a maxiin the last

last

week of September

days
period of about two months.
Fortunately, there is usually a good deal of suitable labor available at
that date. It is advantageous, nevertheless, to provide fairly steady employment in order to hold the crew together for the season or even to
maintain a nucleus of the harvest organization from year to year. Steady
employment will tend to hold the services of experienced, skillful, conscientious pickers, and men who can be trusted to handle the fruit with
begin

mum

care from tree to packing house.
For greatest efficiency in harvesting, the planting should be divided between a reasonable number of varieties which ripen successively. The
leading variety in New Hampshire, the Baldwin, may generally be picked
over a period of about two weeks beginning as a rule about October 10.
The Mcintosh as growai here has a picking season of not to exceed ten
days, usually in late September. Farther south the picking period is even

I

N. H. Agricultural Experiment Station
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shorter and at higher latitudes is somewhat longer. Wealthy and Gravenstein, which are the next most important varieties although planted in
considerably smaller numbers, are harvested somewhat before the McinIn actual practice the varying yields of different varieties
tosh season.
make the harvest labor requirement uneven, no matter how well the
orchard is planned. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the harvest
In 1926
labor by ten-day periods for three seasons on the same farm.
with a good crop of Baldwins and a light crop of Mcintosh the distribution was bi-modal with the main peak occurring in October.
heavy
drop occurred that season and salvaging of the windfalls continued until
late in November. In 1927 with relative yields of these two varieties reversed, the curve is still bi-modal, but with the greater peak in September.
In 1928 all varieties yielded well, and the distribution of labor was very
that year was
^satisfactory. The gradual increase in demand for labor

A

handled by the operator.
In the case of another farm planted chiefly to Wealthy and Baldwin
with very few Mcintosh, the distribution of harvest labor cannot be very
labor demand for harsatisfactory under any circumstances. The daily
as might be expected,
vesting apples on this farm is shown in Fig. 7, and,
four weeks when but little picking can be
of
there is a

•easily

period

nearly

30 or 40 per cent of the trees were Mcintosh, the harvest labor
requirement would be much more constant.
done.

A

If

more intimate picture of

the relation of varieties

to

harvest

the

problem can be had by studying the daily distribution of harvest labor on
Farm 2 in 1926. (Fig. 8) Wealthy and Gravenstein competed for harPeak harvest of
vesting labor from late August until about Sept. 20.
the
for
Wealthy. Mcintosh were
peak
Gravenstein, however, preceded
not ready for three or four days following completion of the Wealthies
and Gravensteins. The crop being light a reduced crew completed the
a whole week intervened bepicking in about five days. Then practically
fore Baldwins were ready. Wagners were picked after the bulk of the
best Baldwins, leaving
In this instance
last.

some rather small Baldwins on old trees
Baldwin harvest extended from October

to

11

the
to

November 4 inclusive, a period of 25 days. Considerable loss occurred,
however, and a large number of drop apples were picked up later.
Greatest efficiency is attained in picking and handling with a uniform
labor demand over a long season. The small crew may be limited to the

The investment in ladders, picking
skilled individuals available.
minimum. Yet if
buckets, and equipment for hauling fruit is kept at the
one variety is considerably more profitable than others, it may pay to
incur the extra costs incident to using a
plant more of these trees and
season.
a
short
for
crew
large
From the point of view of harvest management, which is one of the
most important in choosing varieties for the commercial orchard, one
to give the greatmight proceed by listing in order the varieties that seem
Then one could plan to have as many trees of
for
est
most

opportunity

profit.

Number 1 as he could harvest satisfactorily under his conditions then as
many of Number 2 as could be harvested without conflict with Number
then as many of Number 3 as could be picked without conflict with
1
Numbers 1 or 2 up to the maximum planting of each that seems advisa;

;

ble

under prevailing market conditions.

1
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One man conkl not expect to pick more than 50 mature Mcintosh trees
because out of the ten days that usually comprise the season, some are
bound to be Sundays, holidays, or days with unsuitable weather. The
same man probably could also pick 50 Gravensteins and nearly 100 Baldwins. Thus, if a man were to plan on 2,000 permanent trees, he might
estimate that in an average season using a uniform crew he could harvest
600 Mcintosh. 1.000 Baldwin and 400 Gravenstein trees. While this is
most advantageous from the harvesting ])oint of view, actually, on account of greater expected returns from the Mcintosh variety than from
others, he might well plant 1.000 Mcintosh, 800 Baldwin, and only 200
Gravenstein. The extra costs of harvesting on account of using more
equipment and more men for a short time would be offset by the greater
returns from a combination in which Mcintosh represented a large proportion of the trees. In fact, it is advantageous not to assemble a large
crew at once but to start on a limited planting of early varieties with a
nucleus of most experienced workers. Then as volume increases others
can be assimilated and trained from time to time. To assemble a large
of the several sorts
is expensive, and the profitableness
should be considered carefully before committing oneself rather permanently to that policy.

crew suddenly

Prior to Harvest
In Figure 9 the labor on apples for the season of 1927 on four typical
farms is distributed by ten-day periods. This is labor performed by regular
crews, in contrast to harvesting, which is done mainly by extra day or
short term help. With the harvest omitted, there is httle uniformity be-

tween farms; this indicates that there is much leeway in performing most
of the orchard tasks. On Farm 2 there is a decided peak in the spring
beginning about March 20, and a minor peak in August. On Farm 7 the
spring peak is not so pronounced as the July and August period, due in
considerable measure to thinning. On Farm 1, where there is a large
planting of Wealthy apples, the July-August peak is prominent. There
are some Wealthy trees on Farms 2 and 7, also. When thinning is nol
practiced the labor requirement in the mid-summer months is low.
The distribution of labor in pruning and spraying operations, which require special skill, is shown in relation to other orchard work. Farms 2
and 7 present decided peaks of pruning labor, but at different seasons.
This operation can be done at any time from December 1 to about the
middle of April.- The peaks represent a convenient time, rather than
actual definite demand.
While the total demand for skilled labor in spraying is not large, it is
of great importance because of the very definite and brief periods during
which certain sprays must be applied. So exacting are the requirements
for skilled labor and expensive equipment that if successful disease and
insect control

is

must at all times be placed first in
and other orchard work. Even if labor is much

to be achieved, spraying

relation both to other crops

needed on other crops, the spraying operation should not be neglected.
Even so. there does not seem to be as much similarity between larnis
The distribution of labor for
in time of spraying as one would expect.
The method of
this operation is shown by the black area in Figure 9.
accentuate differences in time
classifying time by 10-day periods might

20
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of application, yet even when the distribution of labor in spraying is
charted by days, there is no uniformity in distribution. It is also true that
there is a greater tendency for the sprays to overlap on extensive farms.
On Farm 7 dusting was practiced following the bloom period the appli;

cations were

made more frequently than

if

liquid spray

had been used,

but the time required for each application was much less.
Since orchards in New Hampshire are largely sod mulch, there is no
very serious peak of horse labor requirements. As in the case of man

most serious conflict may come
But since the crew is busy spraying

the

brief

definite

labor, the

at

periods.

at these times, there is usual-

ly

spray

no large demand for horses for work other than spraying.

DISTRIBUTION OF TIME

ON OTHER

ENTERPRISES

Diversification in the case of apple farms has two objectives: first, a
diversified source of income as insurance over years unfavorable as to
of permanent labor
yield and price; and second, continuous employment
in productive

work.

of other sources of income to balance the erratic fluctuations
On one farm, the gross
in returns from apple production is obvious.
returns from apples were $1,063 in 1926, and $6,277 in 1927. Two years
of unfavorable yields and low prices bring difficulties and hardship to the
seaaverage man, and a series of such years is disastrous. Then, too, the
to carry the apple crop to harvest is often a
sonal demand for

The need

money

serious problem on farms producing apples only.
Continuous employment for the operator and perhaps one or

more regof diversification with other crops results in lower
If regular labor is maintained in order to be
cost for the labor on fruit.
available for the requirements of the orchard and is not able to find productive employment when orchard work is slack, then the orchard must
pay not only for the time actually spent on it but also for that which was
ular

men by means

not used.

If the regular help

can produce other crops advantageously

slack periods, the whole farm enterprise is more profitable.
It is obvious that certain crops or enterprises would supplement

in

and

A

others would seriously compete with apples for the available labor.
study of time distribution on apples and on individual enterprises indicates
the relation. In each case, the orchard is considered the major enterprise,
and the combination is studied from the viewpoint of how the other enterprises

fit

into apple growing.

Strawberries:

The chief operations on strawberries are: (1) uncovering old beds, (2)
preparing soil and setting new beds, (3) cultivating and hoeing new beds,
(4) harvesting berries, and (5) mulching beds. Each of these must receive attention within a certain time range for best results. Uncovering
of old beds is a comparatively minor operation. If delayed it tends to retard blossoming and harvest, which is usually desirable.
Setting of the
new bed should be completed by the first week in May otherwise the
plants may not throw as many runners as is desirable, nor produce as
much fruit per runner plant. If the plants are check-rowed when set and
the proper equipment is available they may be cross-cultivated and the
labor of hoeing and weeding thus kept at a minimum until about July first
;
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when active runner production begins. Late in the season as the number
of runners niultipHes, the task of hoeing and weeding increases rapidly.
In this section the beds are usually allowed to produce for one season
only, and many growers do not attempt to keep them perfectly free from
weeds as the season advances. The berries are picked by women or children by the quart, but some labor is required for supervision, handling
and marketing of the fruit. The peak demands may be made to come in
mid-June to August when little work is required on the orchard unless
apple thinning is practiced extensively.
The only competing orchard operation that is very definite as to time
requirement is spraying. However, the many hours of weather unfavorable for spraying, together with the intervals between sprays, are sufficient
for the culture of a limited acreage of strawberries without neglect of
either operation. For instance, on Farm 4 the four men including the
operator worked on strawberries in this period whenever the weather was
too windy or unfavorable for spraying. About two acres of strawberries

were made

to fit into the orchard program very satisfactorily.
farm, as shown in Figure 10, labor on strawberries in May
tended to increase as the apple spray program diminished. The peak
labor periods on strawberries in the middle of June and the first part of
July fitted into slack orchard periods. Most of the harvesting was done
by women and children by piece work and is not included in the chart.
On Farm 4, the peak labor requirement on strawberries in May conflicted with the orchard spray program, but in this case the area of straw-

On

this

was rather

large in relation to number of fruit trees.
also the work on strawberries was done by the
hired labor without serious conflict between spraying and hoeing.
berries

On Farm

2,

On Farm

4,

a total of 1,334 hours of

man

regular

labor, not including picking,

267 hours of horse labor and 88 hours of truck time were used in producing two acres of berries. If one assumes a rate of $.40 per hour for
the labor, the $1,600 worth of berries sold cost approximately $1,360,
leaving a margin of $240 for management and risk. Or stated in another
way, the labor returns on strawberries amounted to approximately $.58
per hour.

But

whether

growing is a profitable use of the
from the viewpoint of the additional expenses and additional receipts.
For instance on Farm 4, the
operator keeps a regular crew sufficient to meet the labor requirements in
spraying. If we take for granted that he must keep these men through
the growing season in order to have them when needed, the situation in
1926, a good year, was about as follows
as

to

strawberry

orchardist's time can best be considered

:

Additional income from sale of berries
Additional cash expenses
Extra labor harvesting
Plants (used own plants)
Trucking (estimated cost)

$1,600

:

$300
100
100

Fertilizer

Cover mulch
Boxes
Miscellaneous
Additional

income

,

40
80
50

,__.

o/U
$930

J
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Fig. 10.

to the
greater by $930 by adding strawberries
the
and
more
do
to
men
had
work,
orchard enterprice. Of course, the
this is worth while deand
whether
a
heavier
took
on
burden,
operator
pends upon individual circumstances.
The size of strawberry acreage needed to make the best fit will depend
on the orchard management as well as on the exact methods employed in
strawberry production. Beyond a certain acreage, additional help will be
was the
required, and the crop will then be a major enterprise, as indeed
case on one of the farms in the study, proving a very profitable crop.
In conclusion, it seems that a limited area of strawberries can be made
to fit well into the orchard organization, and that where markets are

The farm income was

available

it

is

an excellent crop with which to diversify.

Cherries:

On one farm there were about 32 mature cherry trees. These require
pruning, spraying and fertilization, much as do the apples. Since apple
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thinning was not a problem on this farm, the harvest of cherries in July
did not conflict with the orchard work, and the owner and his regular
hired help were able to employ to good advantage their time and that of a
part of the harvest crew.
The limited number of cherry trees was an asset to this farm organization, as the operator was able to secure a local market. In fact, because
of the difificult problem of marketing any considerable quantity of cherries
as fresh fruits, this form of diversification probably should be limited to
the amount which can be sold locally.
In districts where sour cherries are grown extensively they are usually
either canned or frozen and in the absence of these facilities, cherry
growing on an extensive scale is a doubtful enterprise.
;

Beans:

The operator of one farm produced about two acres of dry beans each
year supplementary to the apple industry. Beans were harvested by hand
between the Wealthy and Baldwin harvest. On this farm with only a few
bearing Mcintosh trees, apple picking makes little demand for labor for
about two to four weeks. The operator has found it to his advantage to
provide profitable employment during this time to hold his pickers for the
Baldwin harvest.
If this farm had about 500 Mcintosh apple trees, the time between the
harvesting of Mcintosh and Baldwins would usually be needed to pack
and haul the Mcintosh to market. In this case the growing of beans
would be a doubtful supplementary enterprise, at least as now handled.
Perhaps with special bean harvesting equipment the two acres could be
put into the barn in a brief time. The other operations on the crop required little labor and did not compete seriously with apples. The vines
were stored on the barn floor and were scattered in such a way as to dry
and cure there. They were threshed by hand flail and picked over by hand
during the winter. Any productive employment for the operator at this
season was a decided advantage.
The operator of this farm was successful in getting good yields of high
quality beans. The light soil and large barn for curing made a good combination. In 1926 the two acres of beans with a total production of 4,000
pounds would show a satisfactory profit even if labor were charged at
Since much of the hand work in threshing and picking
$.40 per hour.
over was done on stormy days in the winter, the crop was produced at
very

little

out-of-pocket expense.

The situation is roughly shown
Added gross income

in the following statements

:

:

Sale of 4,000 pounds of beans
Minus 2 tons of hav displaced

$240.00
20.00
$220.00

Additional out-of-pocket expense
Fertilizer

Seed (used own seed)
Extra labor

:

$20.00
40.00
60.00

Additional net income

$160.00
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By growing beans this operator added approximately $160 to his net
The operator may be flailing
income. Of course more work is done.
beans on a winter day instead of reading and visiting.
On another farm about three acres of snap beans were grown between
The work on beans did not seriously
the trees in the young orchard.
compete with orcharding. The seeding, cultivating and hoeing could be
done between sprays, and the picking was finished before apple harvest.
Even

if

treated as an independent

profitable except in

major

crop,

the

undertaking

was

one bad blight year.

Potatoes:

The operator of one of the farms produced about two acres of potatoes
each year. The harvesting of potatoes and apples would seriously conflict
on most farms. This operator, however, was able to handle both crops,
using the same crew. He usually harvested beans and sweet corn and
some of the potatoes between the Wealthy and Baldwin harvest, and then
completed the digging of potatoes immediately after the Baldwins were
out of the way.
The work of planting, cultivating and spraying potatoes was so fitted
into the slack periods of the apple program that no extra help was
required.

Based on assumed rates of pay for labor employed on potatoes, the
was negligible but since much of the labor was available anyway,
the influence of this crop on income can best be shown by observing the
additional returns and additional expenses, which, for the 3 years were
profit

;

roughly as follows
Added gross income from growing potatoes
:

Sale of 400 bushels of potatoes
Additional out-of-pocket costs
Seed, 36 bushels
$1.50
FertiHzer, 2 tons
$40

:

$400

:

@
@

$54
80

Spray material, $14

14

Additional labor in harvesting
Rent of planter (estimated)

40
10

198
Additional income from growing potatoes
$202
little stock was kept, the loss of two acres of hay each
year is
in fact, over a period of years the heavy fertilization for
insignificant
For the added
potatoes probably means increased total harvest of hay.
net income of $200 a year, the operator, of course, works harder, has less
free time his regular man does more work, and the horses do more work.
Whether this is advisable is an individual problem. Potato production
would not work out so well on any other farm of this group.
Since

;

;

Timber:

On

one considerably diversified farm the operator felt that six regular
necessary to operate the orchard and that it was best to employ
them for the entire year. By planning in advance, a timber lot within 2
or 3 miles was cut each year, and the logs and wood were hauled to

men were

market.
In Figure 11 the shaded area indicates how well this system used the
available labor. In December, January, February and March, roughly
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The
one-fourth of the total available time was spent in timber work.
operator planned to work in the woods whenever the weather was not
suitable for pruning and still not bad enough to make work in the woods
uncomfortable.
Assuming that the regular hired men would be carried through the
year anvwav and the operator felt he had considerable responsibility
toward the men the logging operations advantageously made use of the
This was also true of the available horse labor, since
available labor.
there would otherwise have been no work for the teams.
The situation computed on the liasis of additional income and addi-

—

—

tional expenses would be about as follows
Additional income
Sale of lumber and wood
Additional expenses
Standing timber
Teams (merely extra grain)

:

:

$2,156

:

Equipment

$1,000
50

40

(repairs, etc.)

100

Cost of extra labor

1.190
Additional net income
$966
In other words the 2,057 hours of man labor and 1.276 hours of horse
labor brought $966 additional gross income. In 1928, the demand for box
boards was not promising, and the crew could not be used advantageously

operating the lot.
two other farms the men and teams were used advantageously for
one or more months in winter in hauling logs or ice for other people.
in

On

Cows:

On

one of the farms a few cows were kept, the number being gradualincreased to 12 in the last year; this was about the limit for which hav
land and pasture were available. The hay was harvested anyway and did
not compete seriously with orchard work. The daily chores of milking,
feeding, and cleaning the stables, of course, had to be done each day, but
practically all of this was managed before seven o'colck in the morning
and after five o'clock at night. The keeping of 12 cows resulted in a
longer day for the operator and two of the hired men. It was necessary
to have somewhat more regular working hours for the operator and a
few of the men at peak spray periods but since there were six to seven
men on this farm, this was not difficult to manage.
The cows did provide profitable employment in the winter, made a
market for the available roughage and incidentally provided dressing for
application to truck crops.
There is not much question but that dairying is a profitable side line on
this farm.
The care of cows did not compete seriously with orcharding
nor lead to the neglect of any standard practice. On certain farms with
abundance of good hay land in addition to the orchard, dairying should
be a good supplementary enterprise.
ly

;

Poultry:

About 300 laying hens were kept by one operator. The poultry work
was done before and after the regular day except that odd jobs such as
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managed when orchard work was slack. Neither enwas neglected.
This operator had found in previous years that the raising of pullets

cleaning houses were
terprise

interfered greatly with early spring orchard work, especially spraying.
Consequently, he planned to purchase pullets in the fall. He states that
when his main orchard was first set out, the raising of pullets did not
cause difficulty and that the poultry enterprise helped to carry the expense
of growing the young orchard to the bearing stage. The use of early
hatched chicks will lessen the conflict between orchard and poultry. From
the experience of this one farm it appears that the keeping of chickens on
a limited scale may be made a favorable supplementary enterprise provided the operator is skilled in poultry husbandry.
Most orchardists can conveniently fit one or more supplementary enSince most of these possible crops
terprises into the orchard program.
must be marketed locally, their inclusion on any particular fruit farm
should be after carefully considering the outlets.
Many orchard farms
are located some distance from markets, and frequently, as was the case
on even the most highly diversified farms in this study, have little land
well suited for cash crops.
On several of the small farms operated by older men, the slack season
in winter was used to good advantage by making trips to visit relatives
and by several months of semi-leisure.
In starting a new orchard enterprise, it would be well to consider leaving some good land near buildings for the growing of cash crops.

DISTRIBUTION OF TIME

ON MISCELLANEOUS

TASKS

Not all the available time is employed directly on income-producing
crops or stock. There are many miscellaneous tasks that require attention. Buildings, fences and roads need to be maintained. Old equipment is
cared for, new equipment is studied, purchased and assembled. The merits
of various seeds, fertilizers and spray material are discussed with visiting
salesmen, purchases considered and orders made out. Partridge and deer
damage receive attention and educational meetings are attended. In winIn summer, flower gardens may be
ter, snow may need to be shoveled.
spaded for the housewife, or lawns mowed. The collection of accounts
may require special trips, and the bank must be visited to make deposits,
or to arrange for credits. Horses must be cared for. Accounts are kept.
On some of the farms the miscellaneous items could not be secured very
This was especially true in the case of the older men, who
were, in fact, on a part-time retirement basis. The time spent "tinkering
around" had to be largely ignored. For this reason data on miscellaneous
time is reported in Table 7 for only seven farms. On the average, 18 per
cent of the total working time on these farms was spent on tasks such as
those enumerated above. Farm 2 was lowest with 15 per cent, and Farm
6 was highest with 23 per cent.
Nearly three per cent of the total time reported, or about one-eighth
of the miscellaneous time, was spent on household or personal matters.
This amounts to about 287 hours per farm annually, and includes work
accurately.

on wood for home use, on making things for the home, on lawns, and on
flower beds in so far as they took the men from the farm work. It does
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not include tasks done during the noon hour, evenings, or
hoUdays. Farm
3 reported the largest personal item
1,565 hours for three years, or an
average of 522 hours per year. Number 4 was lowest with 239 hours, or
an average of 79 hours per year. The per cent of time on personal items
varied from 1.1 on Farm 4 to 6.2 on Farm 5. The average,
nearly three
per cent, seems considerable, yet for the most part, this work was done
when orchard work was slack. In most instances the time was devoted

—

directly to better living.
Work on real estate required a

little over 700 hours per farm
annually,
approximately 270 hours on new and 440 hours on maintenance of old.
This includes cutting brush along the fences, picking and hauling stones
from fields, hauling gravel, repairing or building barns or packing sheds.
Approximately 189 hours per farm were used annually in caring for
equipment. General management required 345 hours. This item was large
on farms employing several men, but on a percentage basis the total miscellaneous time was less.
Work on horses was considered a miscellaneous use of time. The
amount was estimated by allocating the daily chores between horses and
productive livestock.
The total of all time on miscellaneous items ranged from 1,072 to 3,714
hours per farm annually. On seven farms for the three-year period a
total of 35,892 hours was so used, or an average of 1,795 hour
annually
per farm. While much of this labor is in slack times when field work is
not pressing, it constitutes a large overhead that cannot be ignored and
should be kept at a minimum.

SIZE

The

OF ORCHARDS

orchard

is an important factor in low cost apple
production.
probably no best size for all conditions but in any given situation, taking into account the abilities of the man and his available capital,
there is a size that should give optimum returns. This adjusting of number of trees to the man is very difficult and cannot be done arbitrarily.
In the first place, any given orchard is continually changing in size, by
growth or decadence of the trees, or perhaps by removal of fillers. For
instance, a man may wish to have 1,000 mature trees, but in nearly all instances he will have to be content with fewer at first. Were he to start
on a farm with no mature orchard, his labor requirements would be low
at first and would gradually increase until maturity was reached after 30
or 40 years. Subsequently, unless replacements were planned with exceeding care, the orchard would decrease in size. In the early stages the
operator generally looks on orcharding as a part time occupation and
depends on other enterprises to use the major part of his time.

There

size of

is

;

New methods place in the hands of the operator new opportunities to
get the imjiortant work done more quickly and to that extent have an important bearing on the size of orchard as an economic unit. As an illustration, one 10-acre orchard was a rather ambitious project when planted
50 years ago. It meant plowing and cultivating the stony tract with oxen
each year. The owner anticipated that he would have to harvest the apples
largely with his family labor and then haul eight miles to the nearest railroad center over rough and difficult roads.
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now need not plow at all, but
and mulch around the trees. The
containers tor his fruit will be trucked to his barn by the box-maker, and
trucking firms will take the a])ples from his yard. He may choose, in fact,
to let some other agency grade and pack the apples, thus enabling him to
concentrate on the production of apples and therefore handle a larger
In contrast with

merely spread

this,

fertilizer,

the orchardist
the grass

mow

unit.

evidently impossible to adjust an orchard perfectly to a size that
most economical for one man, two men, or three men to operate.
Alethods change faster than the trees can grow. More often capital and
the extent of available land determine the size of orchard than any conscious eiTort on the part of the owner to provide employment for a certain number of men. The adjustment is obtained generally by a greater
or lesser degree of diversification with annual crops, or by varying the intensity of care which the orchard receives.
Equipment costs per unit of production are no doubt lower in the extensive orchard of 100 acres or more. Thus, one may estimate the annual
costs for interest, depreciation and repairs and find the total maintenance
costs of a 16 HP sprayer to be about $300 per year. This includes a supply tank to keep it filled, and a proportionate share of the costs of maintaining a tractor to haul it. Such an outfit is adequate for an orchard of
perhaps 100 acres of mature trees, and on this basis the cost per tree is
about $0.12 per year. A somewhat smaller machine, tractor drawn, capable of spraying a maximum of 50 acres wMthin a three to five-day
period, would cost perhaps $0.17 per tree per year. These estimates are
based on rather arbitrary asssumptions as to the life of a sprayer and the
On a
cost of repairs, but beyond doubt they illustrate the trend in costs.
similar basis, a 4 HP sprayer, horse drawn, and used on the maximum
acreage which it can safely spray would cost in the neighborhood of $0.28
per tree per year. Of course, the use of any of these machines on orchards
It is

is

maximum they are capable of covering increases the
overhead cost per tree materially.
In addition to savings on overhead costs, less labor is needed with the
larger spraying machines. However, materials are about the same in all
smaller than the

and since these constitute a large item, the total cost per tree or per
bushel, including equipment, labor and supplies, is not so different as to
The increased costs for the
preclude orcharding on a moderate scale.
cases,

smaller units do not constitute an insurmountable obstacle.

The owner of a large orchard may be able to own equipment such as
storage plants, grading machinery, which the smaller orchardist cannot inCold storage facilities on
stall without incurring undue overhead costs.
the farm make it possible to pick and pack the crop with a small crew
operating over a long season, with resultant gains in skill and efficiency.
Most small farms can afford common storage this will accomplish much
the same result, except that fall varieties like Mcintosh cannot be held late
in the season. If there is any infestation with railroad worm, getting the
fruit quickly into cold storage, which checks development of the pest, is
imperative.
Frequently, cold storage and packing equipment are owned
co-operatively, but usually this takes certain services out of the hands of
the grower and does not give him and the members of his family a longer
;
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season of employment on the apple crop. The' owners of large orchards
often sell to better advantage than small growers. Their trade-marks are
known on the markets. Co-operative selling sometimes eliminates this
difference. If buying is done independently, the large grower will benefit
considerably, but co-operative buying of fertilizer and spray material is

very general.

The operation of a large orchard involves capabilities not needed on the
small unit. It requires ability to organize the work for a large crew and
to handle help ef^ciently. The man who does not have this capacity will
earn more with a small orchard. His risks will be definitely less. The investment necessary to develop a large orchard, or even to operate it for
one season, is considerable. Lack of funds may limit the size of the enland for
terprise. While within the district there may be much suitable
orcharding, in individual cases the necessary site for an extensive planting may be lacking.
If one depends on fruit alone for an income, the minimum unit will be
one which in an average year will yield what the operator considers to be
a reasonable income, and one which he can handle with convenience. Few
men will be content with the income from less than 15 to 20 acres of

From
apples, on the basis of yields obtained in the eastern United States.
this the size will range up to several hundred acres, depending on the
ambition, qualifications and resources of the owner.

HP

Three permanent skilled workers with 16
spray outfit and day help
to drive a supply truck should be able to cover 100 acres of mature
orchard. Each of the skilled men would have 800 to 900 trees to prune
each year and this would take up all the available time.
As an adjunct to other business the lower limit of size of orchard that
may be practical to operate will doubtless hinge largely on spraying equipment. Although a certain advantage is lost by having no other alternative,
and packgenerally the fruit can be sold at harvest time without grading
ing with expensive equipment.
Few men care to work with hand sprayers. The investment in a small
power sprayer is fairly high per tree in an orchard of five or six acres,
and-in a three-acre orchard of about 75 mature trees the annual overhead
more. On the
per tree for spraying equipment would doubtless be $.75 or
other hand, if the farmer hires no additional help in order to care for
that which he would have employed anyway, his time
these trees

beyond

be discounted considerably. It may still be better to own and operate
even the three-acre orchard than not to. Then there is the possibility for
the ingenious man to assemble a sprayer very cheaply, using an engine
and possibly other parts already on the farm.

may

A

very important consideration with reference to the small orchard is
and knowledge needed. Orcharding is a specialized business, and
success will be attained only by the man who has the time, inclination and
There is a general tendency to neglect
ability to master its problems.
orchards which are too small to represent a considerable risk or income.

the skill

43-,

